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CHRONOLOGY OF COMPOSITION

july 1920 In his personal ledger, Fitzgerald writes the words
“Beginning novel.”

august 1920 The working title is “The Flight of the Rocket”;
Fitzgerald plans to deliver the manuscript to Scribners by
1 November.

november 1920 Fitzgerald to Maxwell Perkins: “The novel goes
beautifully.”

december 1920 First draft nears completion; the title is now
“The Beautiful Lady without Mercy.” Serial rights are sold
to Metropolitan Magazine.

january 1921 Fitzgerald completes the first draft; the title is
“The Beautiful and Damned.”

february 1921 Edmund Wilson reads a working typescript of
the novel and offers criticisms and suggestions.

march 1921 Fitzgerald and his wife, Zelda, travel to Mont-
gomery, Alabama, where he works on the last chapter and
the ending.

april 1921 Fitzgerald sends a revised typescript of the novel to
his literary agent for serialization in Metropolitan; he sends
a second typescript to Perkins. He and Zelda sail for Europe
on 3 May; they will return in August.

september 1921–March 1922 The novel is serialized in
Metropolitan, in seven installments, all shortened and expur-
gated. Fitzgerald works on the book version in proofs during
October, November, and December.

4 march 1922 The Beautiful and Damned is formally published
by Scribners.

xi
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INTRODUCTION

The Beautiful and Damned, published in 1922, was a pivotal book in
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s career. It was his second novel, falling between
This Side of Paradise (1920), a popular and commercial success,
and The Great Gatsby (1925), his masterpiece. The Beautiful and
Damned shows Fitzgerald in transition between the crowded novel
of saturation typical of H. G. Wells and Compton Mackenzie and the
disciplined novel of selection done in the manner of Joseph Conrad
and Henry James. It is a novel of its times—a probing satire of
the Jazz Age, of which Fitzgerald was the self-appointed laureate.
It is also a meditation on the necessity for a vocation in life, a call-
ing that will give purpose to one’s hours and days. Parts of the
book are hortatory, warning against the dangers of idleness and self-
absorption and the perils of alcoholism. Fitzgerald began writing the
novel in imitation of This Side of Paradise, attempting to mimic the
techniques and themes of his exuberant first novel. Approximately
halfway through, however, he shifted to a more tightly controlled
style and, in the last few chapters, gave a glimpse of the verbal mas-
tery he would demonstrate in The Great Gatsby.

1. composition

In July 1920, four months after the publication of This Side of Par-
adise, Fitzgerald wrote the words “Beginning novel” in his personal
ledger.1 In a 12 August letter to his publisher, Charles Scribner II, he

1 F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Ledger: A Facsimile, ed. Matthew J. Bruccoli (Washington,
D.C.: Microcard, 1972): 174. Much of the account of the making of the novel
that follows has been drawn from an article by Amy J. Elias, “The Composition
and Revision of Fitzgerald’s The Beautiful and Damned,” Princeton University
Library Chronicle, 51 (Spring 1990): 245–66. A shorter history of composi-
tion is provided by Alan Margolies in the introduction to his Oxford World’s
Classics edition of The Beautiful and Damned (Oxford and New York: Oxford

xiii
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xiv Introduction

revealed his title and gave an account of the narrative that he had
under way:

My new novel, called “The Flight of the Rocket,” concerns the life of one
Anthony Patch between his 25th and 33d years (1913–1921). He is one of
those many with the tastes and weaknesses of an artist but with no actual
creative inspiration. How he and his beautiful young wife are wrecked on
the shoals of dissipation is told in the story. This sounds sordid but it’s really
a most sensational book + I hope won’t dissapoint the critics who liked my
first one. I hope it’ll be in your hands by November 1st.2

Fitzgerald stayed at his work table through the fall and early winter
of 1920, producing most of Book One of the novel. By December
his working title had become “The Beautiful Lady without Mercy,”
an allusion to the poem by Keats.3 By January he had settled on his
final title—“The Beautiful and Damned”—and had finished a first
draft.

A complete holograph of the novel survives in Fitzgerald’s papers
at Princeton University Library.4 It is a composite document, mostly
handwritten but with some typescript sheets interleaved, apparently
after the novel was published. Fitzgerald composed in pencil on
unlined leaves of inexpensive paper measuring approximately 81/2 ×
11 inches. During a typical stint he would produce twenty-five or
thirty leaves; occasionally he was capable of longer bursts. His prac-
tice was to send packets of fifty leaves or so to the typist and to con-
tinue composing in longhand. Fitzgerald could not type; his hand-
written directions to the typist, a Miss Oehler, are found throughout
the manuscript.

University Press, 1998): vi–xxvi. This edition includes useful historical notes
by Margolies.

2 The Letters of F. Scott Fitzgerald, ed. Andrew Turnbull (New York: Scrib-
ners, 1963): 145. Errors in spelling are preserved in the letters quoted in this
introduction.

3 “La Belle Dame sans Merci” (1820). See the explanatory note for 215.10 of
this edition.

4 A facsimile of this document is available in F. Scott Fitzgerald Manuscripts, ed.
Matthew J. Bruccoli (New York: Garland, 1990), vol. ii, pts. 1 and 2, intro.
Alan Margolies.
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Introduction xv

This manuscript was superseded by various typescript drafts
which Fitzgerald revised in February and March. During these
months he showed the novel to a friend from his undergraduate
years at Princeton University—the critic Edmund Wilson. In Febru-
ary, Fitzgerald wrote to Wilson and offered humorous suggestions
about the kinds of comments he might make:

The kind of critisism I’d like more than anything else—if you find you have
the time, would be; par example
P. 10x I find this page rotten
P. 10y Dull! Cut!
P. 10z Good! enlarge!
P. 10a Invert sentence I have marked (in pencil)
P. 10b unconvincing!
P. 10c Confused!5

Wilson read through the chapters and put his remarks in the
margins; Fitzgerald took nearly all of Wilson’s advice, revising and
cutting as he suggested. The effects were beneficial. Wilson’s admon-
itions caused Fitzgerald to get rid of illogicalities and pomposities
and of a good deal of overcooked writing. Wilson, for his part,
found himself warming to The Beautiful and Damned as he pro-
gressed through the narrative. On 10 February he wrote to Stanley
Dell, “I am editing the MS of Fitz’s new novel and, though I thought
it was rather silly at first, I find it developing a genuine emotional
power which he has scarcely displayed before.” By 1 March, Wilson
could write to Christian Gauss, a professor of modern languages at
Princeton whom both he and Fitzgerald admired, “Fitz’s new novel,
which I have been editing, is admirable, much the best thing he has
done; it is all about his married life.”6

Wilson was correct: Fitzgerald had drawn heavily on his marriage
to Zelda Sayre in writing The Beautiful and Damned. Gloria herself
is modeled on Zelda; Fitzgerald took Gloria’s looks, her insouciance,
and much of her unconventional behavior from his own wife. He

5 Correspondence of F. Scott Fitzgerald, ed. Matthew J. Bruccoli and Margaret
M. Duggan (New York: Random House, 1980): 81.

6 Wilson, Letters on Literature and Politics, 1912–1972, ed. Elena Wilson (New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux): 56–57.
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xvi Introduction

appropriated some passages from Zelda’s diary and letters for his
novel, and he transferred Zelda’s aspirations to be a movie actress to
Gloria.7 Fitzgerald based two other characters on his friends. Dick
Caramel resembles Edmund Wilson in appearance; Maury Noble is
patterned after the drama critic George Jean Nathan, who co-edited
The Smart Set with H. L. Mencken. Fitzgerald also took some of
the settings for his novel from his own life. He and Zelda had lived
in an apartment on West 59th Street in New York City from the
fall of 1920 to the spring of 1921; Anthony and Gloria live in a
similarly located apartment on 52nd Street in the novel. The grey
bungalow in which the Patches live in The Beautiful and Damned
is a rendering of the grey bungalow rented by the Fitzgeralds in
Westport, Connecticut, from May to September 1920. The real-
life Japanese houseboy Tana, who worked for the Fitzgeralds in
Westport, becomes a character of the same name in the novel. The
Beautiful and Damned is not a roman à clef, but it has characteristics
of the form.8

In March 1921, Fitzgerald and Zelda traveled to Montgomery,
Alabama, her home town. Fitzgerald took along a complete type-
script of The Beautiful and Damned and continued to revise; while
in Montgomery he found himself dissatisfied with the final chapter
and decided to rewrite it completely. By April he had finished the
task and, on the 22nd of the month, sent Part I of the novel to his
literary agent, Harold Ober, who was offering the serial rights to

7 In her spoof review of The Beautiful and Damned, Zelda noted the borrow-
ings. See “Friend Husband’s Latest,” New York Tribune, 2 April 1922; repr.
Zelda Fitzgerald: The Collected Writings, ed. Matthew J. Bruccoli (New York:
Scribners, 1991): 388.

8 The images of Anthony and Gloria on the dust jacket of the Scribners edition
were drawn by the illustrator W. E. Hill to resemble Scott and Zelda. Perkins
sent a proof of the jacket to Fitzgerald and received this reaction in return:
“The more I think of the picture on the jacket the more I fail to understand
his drawing that man. The girl is excellent of course—it looks somewhat like
Zelda but the man, I suspect, is a sort of debauched edition of me” (Dear
Scott/Dear Max: The Fitzgerald–Perkins Correspondence, ed. John Kuehl and
Jackson R. Bryer [New York: Scribners, 1971]: 52). The front panel of the
jacket is reproduced in the illustrations for this edition.
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Introduction xvii

Metropolitan Magazine.9 Ober made the sale for $7,000. With the
first payment from the magazine in hand, the Fitzgeralds departed
for Europe on the liner Aquitania on 3 May. While there (in England,
France, and Italy) Fitzgerald kept in touch by letter and cable with
Maxwell Perkins, his editor at Scribners, but did no further work
on the novel.

2. serialization

By late summer the Fitzgeralds had returned and were reading the
first installment of The Beautiful and Damned in Metropolitan.
Fitzgerald was unhappy with the text: Carl Hovey, the editor of the
magazine, had abbreviated the early chapters, cutting descriptive
passages and philosophical asides and concentrating almost entirely
on action and plot.10 Damage was done to characterization: much
of Anthony’s dissolute behavior was removed, for example, and
Gloria, though still beautiful and unconventional, has little sexual
allure in the serial. Much of the satire was blunted, and the criticisms
of religiosity in the sections dealing with Anthony’s grandfather, the
reformer Adam Patch, were lost.

This pattern of cutting and bleaching was carried through by
Hovey and his staff from the first installment, published in Septem-
ber 1921, through the final installment, which appeared in March
1922. Fitzgerald made no formal protest; he understood that such
treatment was to be expected from a large-circulation middlebrow
magazine. The St. Paul journalist Thomas Boyd interviewed him in
March and asked about the cuts. Fitzgerald responded, “Well . . .
they bought the rights to do anything they liked with it when they

9 As Ever, Scott Fitz—Letters between F. Scott Fitzgerald and His Literary Agent
Harold Ober, 1919–1940, ed. Matthew J. Bruccoli and Jennifer McCabe
Atkinson (Philadelphia and New York: Lippincott, 1972): 23.

10 The correspondence between Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald and Carl and Sonya
Hovey is preserved in the Levien Collection at the Huntington Library, San
Marino. It has been published by Katherine B. Trower as “The Fitzgeralds’
Letters to the Hoveys,” Fitzgerald/Hemingway Annual 1978: 55–60.
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xviii Introduction

Front cover of the September 1921 issue of
Metropolitan Magazine, containing the first installment of

The Beautiful and Damned.
Princeton University Libraries.
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Introduction xix

paid for it.”11 His private reaction, in a 31 August letter to Perkins,
was more revealing: “Hovey has chopped + cut it abominably,” he
wrote. Perkins agreed: “Aren’t they making a hash of Scott’s story?”
he wrote to Zelda on 13 September.12

3. proofing and revision

In October, Fitzgerald turned his attention from the butchered serial
text, which he could not control, to the book version, which he
could. The Beautiful and Damned had been typeset at the Scrib-
ners printing plant in late September; by early October, Perkins
was sending galley proofs to the author. Fitzgerald reworked the
text extensively in galleys, cutting and revising many passages and
inserting new text. “Its a changed book from the serialized version
as I’ve almost rewritten parts of it since I came home this summer,”
Fitzgerald told Ober on 29 November (As Ever, Scott Fitz—, p. 31).

At this point in the proofing of The Beautiful and Damned,
Fitzgerald and Perkins had a disagreement. At issue was a passage in
Book Two of the novel, an extended speech by the character Maury
Noble in which he argues that the Bible was a fabrication by “all the
men of mind and genius in the world” (257). Perkins explained his
objections to the passage in a 6 December 1921 letter to Fitzgerald:

I think almost every change you have made in “The Beautiful and Damned”
has been a good one except that passage about the Bible. I made a comment
on the proof on that point, and I cannot add much to it. I think I know
exactly what you mean to express, but I don’t think it will go. Even when
people are altogether wrong, you cannot but respect those who speak with
such passionate sincerity. . . . What Maurey says is quite consistent with
his character but this will seem to have been your point of view and I don’t
think it would be that.

(Dear Scott/Dear Max, p. 45)

11 Boyd, “Literary Libels: Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald,” St. Paul Daily News,
5, 12, 19 March 1922; repr. in Conversations with F. Scott Fitzgerald, ed.
Matthew J. Bruccoli and Judith S. Baughman (Jackson: University Press of
Mississippi, 2004): 17.

12 Neither letter has been published; both are in the Scribner Archive, Princeton
University Library.
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xx Introduction

As he suggests in his letter, Perkins feared that readers and reviewers
would attribute the remarks in the passage not to Maury, a fictional
character, but to Fitzgerald himself. Such a passage, published in a
trade novel in 1922, might awaken the ire of public moralists, who
would already be offended by Fitzgerald’s satirical portrayal of old
Adam Patch, a character based in part on the vice crusader Anthony
Comstock. Attacks in the newspapers and pressure on bookstore
owners not to order copies of The Beautiful and Damned might
cause trouble, certainly more trouble than the passage was worth.

Though Fitzgerald must have been aware of these concerns,
he resisted Perkins’ request that Maury’s speech be softened. On
10 December he wrote the editor a long letter defending his rights
as an author. In the letter Fitzgerald cited several writers who had
been critical in print of religion—Voltaire, Samuel Butler, Anatole
France, George Moore, G. B. Shaw, James Branch Cabell, and Mark
Twain. Fitzgerald was fresh from a reading of Van Wyck Brooks’
The Ordeal of Mark Twain (1920), a book in which Brooks had
criticized Twain for toning down his manuscripts at the request of
his wife, Olivia, and of his editor at Harpers, William Dean How-
ells. “If it was an incident which I felt had no particular literary
merit I should defer to your judgement without question,” wrote
Fitzgerald, “but that passage belongs beautifully to that scene and
is exactly what was needed to make it more than a beautiful setting
for ideas that fail to appear.” Fitzgerald closed the letter to Perkins
with this request: “Please write me frankly as I have you—and tell
me if you are speaking for yourself, for the Scribner Co. or for the
public. I am rather upset about the whole thing” (Dear Scott/Dear
Max, pp. 46–47).

Perkins responded quickly and emphatically. “Don’t ever defer
to my judgment,” he wrote. “You won’t on any vital point, I know,
and I should be ashamed, if it were possible to have made you; for a
writer of any account must speak solely for himself. I should hate to
play . . . the W. D. Howells to your Mark Twain.” Perkins explained
that he had no objection to the substance of the passage but was put
off by its flippancy. “I hope this gets over to you,” he added. “If I
saw you for ten minutes I know you would understand and would
agree with me” (Dear Scott/Dear Max, p. 47).
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Introduction xxi

Fitzgerald was persuaded by Perkins’ letter and wrote back a
few days later to apologize. He revised the offending words, chang-
ing three instances of “godalmighty” to “Deity,” cutting the word
“bawdy,” revising the phrase “simile for silly” to “byword for laugh-
ter,” and making other revisions. The altered version appears in
the Scribners edition of The Beautiful and Damned, but to sat-
isfy himself Fitzgerald published the passage in unemended form
in the February 1922 issue of H. L. Mencken’s magazine The Smart
Set, under the title “The Far-Seeing Skeptics.” Both texts are avail-
able in this edition—the emended version in Book Two of the novel
(pages 216–17 of the Cambridge text) and the magazine text in the
Appendix.

4. the ending

Fitzgerald had difficulty with the ending of The Beautiful and
Damned. Three versions survive: one from the manuscript, a second
in the serialized text, and a third in the published book. The ending
in manuscript is an echo of the early sub-chapter “A Flash-back in
Paradise,” in which Gloria’s quasi-divine origins are revealed:

That exquisite heavenly irony which has tabulated the demise of many
generations of sparrows doubtless recorded the subtlest verbal inflection
made upon such a ship as the Imperator. And unquestionably the allseeing
Eyes must have been present at a certain place in Paradise something over
a year before—when Beauty, who was born anew every hundred years,
came back from earth into a sort of outdoor waiting room through which
blew gusts of white wind and occasionally a breathless hurried star. The
stars greeted her intimately as they went by and the winds made a soft
welcoming flurry in her hair. Sighing, she began a conversation with a voice
that was in the white wind.

“Back again,” the voice whispered
“Yes.”
“After fifteen years”
“Yes.”
The voice hesitated.
“How remote you are,” it said, “Unstirred . . . You seem to have no heart.

How about the little girl? The glory of her eyes is gone—”
But Beauty had forgotten long ago.
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xxii Introduction

The serial text ends differently, with a didactic passage reminiscent
of the codas that conclude Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900) and Jennie
Gerhardt (1911):

That exquisite heavenly irony which has tabulated the demise of many
generations of sparrows seems to us to be content with the moral judgments
of man upon fellow man. If there is a subtler and yet more nebulous ethic
somewhere in the mind, one might believe that beneath the sordid dress and
near the bruised heart of this transaction there was a motive which was not
weak but only futile and sad. In the search for happiness, which search is
the greatest and possibly the only crime of which we in our petty misery
are capable, these two people were marked as guilty chiefly by the freshness
and fullness of their desire. Their disillusion was always a comparative
thing—they had sought glamor and color through their respective worlds
with steadfast loyalty—sought it and it alone in kisses and in wine, sought
it with the same ingenuousness in the wanton moonlight as under the cold
sun of inviolate chastity. Their fault was not that they had doubted but that
they had believed.

The exquisite perfection of their boredom, the delicacy of their inatten-
tion, the inexhaustibility of their discontent—were disastrous extremes—
that was all. And if, before Gloria yielded up her gift of beauty, she shed
one bright feather of light so that someone, gazing up from the grey earth,
might say, “Look! There is an angel’s wing!” perhaps she had given more
than enough in exchange for her tinsel joys.

. . . The story ends here.

Zelda disliked this ending, calling it “a piece of morality,” according
to a 23 December 1921 cable from Fitzgerald to Perkins (Correspon-
dence, p. 89). The editor agreed, and Fitzgerald cut the paragraphs,
giving the novel an ironic ending. Anthony, who has been physically
and mentally ruined by his ordeals, provides a bitter valedictory: “I
showed them,” he says. “It was a hard fight, but I didn’t give up and
I came through.”

5. publication and reception

The Beautiful and Damned was formally published by Charles Scrib-
ner’s Sons on 4 March 1922 at $2.00 a copy. In anticipation of a
large sale, Scribners had executed a first printing of 20,600 copies
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Introduction xxiii

in January; demand for the book was heavy enough to justify a
second printing of 19,750 in March and a third printing of 10,000 in
April.13 No plate changes were introduced into the text for either of
these printings. Remaindered gatherings, and possibly some newly
manufactured ones, were bound up and sold by the reprint house
of A. L. Burt in 1924. Screen rights went to Warner Brothers and
provided Fitzgerald with a windfall of $2,500. Newspaper “second
serials,” which offered chunks of the novel on the back pages of the
New York Daily News and the Washington Herald, brought in small
reprint fees ($250 from each newspaper) but, more importantly, put
the text of The Beautiful and Damned into the hands of thousands
of readers who likely would never have purchased the clothbound
edition.14

Reviews of The Beautiful and Damned were mixed. Fitzgerald
was praised for his powers of observation and description, but
many critics complained about moralizing and didacticism. Nearly
every reviewer found Anthony and Gloria to be unattractive. Only
a few reviews were as positive as Harry Hansen’s in the Chicago
Daily News: he judged The Beautiful and Damned to be “a whale
of a book” and predicted that Fitzgerald would become “one of
the major novelists of our own time” (15 March 1922: 12). H. L.
Mencken praised The Beautiful and Damned in an omnibus review
in the Smart Set: “There are a hundred signs in it of serious pur-
pose and unquestionable skill,” he wrote. “Fitzgerald ceases to be a
Wunderkind, and begins to come into his own” (April 1922: 141).
Most of the reviews in New York newspapers and journals were
mixed or negative. Henry Seidel Canby, in the Literary Review of
the New York Post, called the novel “an irresponsible social doc-
ument” and “a pathetic story” (4 March 1922: 463). Writing in
the New York Globe, N. P. Dawson praised Fitzgerald for his “nat-
ural talent”—great enough, Dawson thought, to excuse the “defects
and extravagances” of this novel (4 March 1922: 10). John Peale

13 Matthew J. Bruccoli, F. Scott Fitzgerald: A Descriptive Bibliography, rev. edn.
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1987): 40, 43–44.

14 James L. W. West III, “The Second Serials of This Side of Paradise and The
Beautiful and Damned,” Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 73
(1979): 63–74.
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xxiv Introduction

Bishop, who had been friendly with Fitzgerald at Princeton, offered
qualified praise in a long review for the New York Herald: the novel
“represents both in plan and execution an advance on This Side of
Paradise,” he wrote. “If, stylistically speaking, it is not so well writ-
ten, neither is it so carelessly written (5 March 1922: sec. 8, p. 1).
And Fanny Butcher, an influential reviewer at the Chicago Sunday
Tribune, thought that The Beautiful and Damned had “all the tech-
nical faults” of This Side of Paradise but lacked its “inherent reality”
(5 March 1922: part 8, p. 15).15

6. the british edition

The Beautiful and Damned appeared in Great Britain on 28 Septem-
ber 1922 under the imprint of W. Collins Sons & Co. Ltd., the same
firm that had published the British editions of Fitzgerald’s previ-
ous two books—This Side of Paradise and the short-story collec-
tion Flappers and Philosophers. The novel did reasonably well for
Collins: it was reprinted twice and sold some 899 copies at home
and 335 on the export market.16 The type for the Collins edition
was freshly set—the only resetting of The Beautiful and Damned to
appear during Fitzgerald’s lifetime. This would have given him an
opportunity to revise the text if he had wished to. A collation of the
Scribners first printing against the Collins first printing has brought
to light these four cuts, keyed here to the Cambridge text.

24.27–25.3 Anthony . . . Maury:
27.10–28 Dick . . . intelligences.
30.7–32.6 A Flash-back . . . Anne’s.)
214.32–36 In this . . . prosperity.

The collation has also uncovered fourteen substantive variants. The
authority for the cuts is unknown; the substantive changes, with
one exception, look to be the work of a Collins copy-editor. The
exception occurs at 152.5, where the words “tall steeple” from

15 The major reviews of The Beautiful and Damned have been reprinted in
F. Scott Fitzgerald: The Critical Reception, ed. Jackson R. Bryer (New York:
Burt Franklin, 1978): 61–137.

16 F. Scott Fitzgerald: A Descriptive Bibliography, p. 47.
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Introduction xxv

the Scribners text read “hilarious steeple” in the Collins edition—
perhaps an authorial variant, though there is no document extant
to confirm that possibility. The cuts might have been ordered by
Fitzgerald in a lost communication (the Collins archives no longer
survive), but these cuts might just as easily have been made by
the British editors to speed along the narrative and to remove the
improbable subsection “A Flash-back in Paradise,” in which Glo-
ria’s celestial origins, as an incarnation of Beauty, are told. The final
cut, on p. 214, was almost surely made by the British publisher to
remove an offensive comment by Maury Noble.

In the absence of any mention of these changes either in the Scrib-
ners archives or in Fitzgerald’s correspondence, it has been judged
best not to incorporate them into the Cambridge text. An unpub-
lished letter in the Scribners archive at Princeton from Perkins to
Fitzgerald, dated 26 October 1921, indicates that Scribners sent
page proofs to Collins to serve as setting copy—not the first printing,
which had not yet been manufactured. Thus the “hilarious steeple”
variant might represent an earlier form of the text, not a later one. It
would have been against customary practice for Fitzgerald to receive
proofs for the Collins edition; no mention of such proofs is made in
his correspondence with Scribners or in other letters. It is therefore
unlikely that he made these changes in proofs.

As with most British resettings of American texts during the
1920s, the accidentals were restyled by the British publisher. Words
ending in -or and -ize were altered to -our and -ise forms; “Hello”
became “Hallo,” “curb” became “kerb,” and “check” became
“cheque.” A great many compound words from the Scribners edi-
tion were hyphenated in the Collins text, and punctuation was ren-
dered in the British fashion. None of these changes is adopted for
the Cambridge text. All cuts and substantive changes in the Collins
text, together with a representative selection of accidental variants,
have been included in a separate table in the apparatus.

7. editorial principles

The extant witnesses for the text of The Beautiful and Damned
are the manuscript at Princeton, the serialized version from
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xxvi Introduction

Metropolitan Magazine, the Scribners first American edition of
March 1922, and the Collins first British edition of September
1922. Fitzgerald preserved copies of This Side of Paradise, The
Great Gatsby, and Tender Is the Night into which he marked post-
publication textual emendations, but no such copy of The Beauti-
ful and Damned is known to survive. The three impressions from
the Scribners first-edition plates are textually identical; Fitzgerald
appears to have ordered no plate alterations, as he did for both
This Side of Paradise and The Great Gatsby.17 No corrections lists
compiled by Fitzgerald are known to survive; his correspondence
with Perkins after publication does not contain requests for plate
changes.

No formal copy-text has been declared for this edition of The
Beautiful and Damned. This practice is congruent with that of
previous volumes in the series; for the theoretical underpinning to
this approach, see G. Thomas Tanselle, “Editing without a Copy-
Text,” Studies in Bibliography, 47 (1994): 1–22.18 The text that
most nearly reflects Fitzgerald’s intentions for his novel is the Scrib-
ners first edition. The surviving manuscript constitutes a separate
version, unsuitable as a base text. (This manuscript, however, has
been useful in establishing the accidental texture of the Cambridge
text.) The Metropolitan serial, abbreviated and sanitized, represents
an intermediate stage of the text over which Fitzgerald had little
control. The Collins text contains some intriguing variants but can-
not be regarded as a final, revised form of the text approved by
Fitzgerald. The Scribners first edition therefore serves as the base

17 A Scribners 1958 photo-offset reprint, or sub-edition, of The Beautiful and
Damned contains some seventy-eight textual alterations. Most of these vari-
ants involve hyphens in compound words that were opaqued out on the shoot-
ing copy. A few are corrections of spelling errors. These changes appear to
have resulted from a routine reading of the first-edition text by the publisher;
no document establishing the alterations as authorial is known to survive.
See Matthew J. Bruccoli, “Bibliographical Notes on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The
Beautiful and Damned,” Studies in Bibliography, 13 (1960): 258–61.

18 For an elaboration of the editorial guidelines for all volumes in this series, see
the introduction to the Cambridge This Side of Paradise (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1995): xl–xliv.
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Introduction xxvii

text; corrections and emendations in that text are recorded in the
apparatus.

Chronology:
Fitzgerald managed the chronology of The Beautiful and Damned
almost without error. The major action of the novel, incorporating
several flashbacks, covers more than thirty years. Anthony is born
is 1888, Gloria in 1891; Anthony enrolls at Harvard in 1905 and
graduates in 1909, shortly before he turns twenty-one. He is intro-
duced to Gloria in November 1913, proposes to her in April 1914,
and marries her in June of that year. He enters the army in October
1917 and is discharged in November 1918. Prohibition comes in
July 1919 but does not slow Anthony’s drinking in 1920 and 1921.
The verdict on Adam Patch’s disputed will is rendered in March
1922; Anthony suffers a mental breakdown in that same month—
the month in which The Beautiful and Damned was published by
Scribners, a fictional contrivance by Fitzgerald. In the summer of
1922, Anthony and Gloria embark on the Berengeria, a luxury liner,
and the novel ends.

In his only significant lapse Fitzgerald has assigned three different
birthdays to Gloria.19 On p. 164 of the Cambridge text we learn
that she “would be twenty-four in August.” On p. 231 we are told
that “Gloria would be twenty-six in May.” And near the end of the
novel, once on p. 323 and twice on p. 325, we read that she would
be “twenty-nine in February.” It might be argued that Gloria is a
creature of fantasy, not a real woman. In the early sub-chapter “A
Flash-Back in Paradise,” we are told that Beauty is “born anew every
hundred years” (p. 30), and that Beauty will be incarnate in Gloria
for fifteen years—from her fifteenth birthday to her thirtieth. It might
be argued that Fitzgerald gave Gloria three different birthdays to
suggest an otherworldly status for her, but this seems improbable.
It is more likely that Fitzgerald simply forgot the month of her birth
as he moved along with the composition of the novel.

19 Zelda mentioned the problem with multiple birthdays in “Friend Husband’s
Latest,” p. 388.
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xxviii Introduction

Attempts to straighten out Gloria’s birthday by emendation have
failed. Pegging her birthday to one of the three possible months—
February, for example—requires tinkering with the text beyond
normal editorial practice. Fitzgerald uses Gloria’s advancing age in
a suggestive way throughout the novel; it changes our sense of her
development if the months and the numbers are altered. On p. 164,
he writes: “But Gloria—she would be twenty-four in August and was
in an attractive but sincere panic about it. Six years to thirty!” Some-
thing is disturbed if the editor emends “twenty-four” to “twenty-
five,” then changes “August” to “February” and “Six” to “Five.”
Furthermore, the passage falls in a scene that takes place in the spring
of 1915. As Fitzgerald originally wrote it, Gloria sees her birthday
approaching in a few months, in August. If her birthday is moved to
February by emendation, then she has only recently turned twenty-
four in the scene, and her next birthday is nine or ten months away,
too far in the future to be of concern to her yet. For these reasons,
no emendations have been made in the chronology of the novel.

Regularizations:
Like most writers, Fitzgerald was inconsistent in orthography, punc-
tuation, and word division. His most common word divisions
and spellings have been established by reference to his surviving
holographs; these forms (“good-bye,” for example, and “anybody”)
have been regularized in this edition. Fitzgerald leaned toward Amer-
ican spellings and conventions of pointing, but he did prefer some
British spellings—“glamour,” “biasses,” and “theatre,” for exam-
ple, and “grey,” an adjective that appears frequently in The Beau-
tiful and Damned. These British spellings have been allowed to
stand in the text. Scribners used a quasi-British house style that
employed such forms as “to-day,” “to-morrow,” “text-book,” “cen-
tre,” “favour,” “criticise,” and “near-by”—none of them character-
istic of Fitzgerald’s usage. In these cases the Cambridge text has been
regularized to the American forms that Fitzgerald preferred.

Fitzgerald used italics for the names of ocean liners, for some
words in languages other than English, and for emphasis. Usu-
ally he enclosed the titles of books and the names of magazines
or newspapers in double quotation marks. This practice has been
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Introduction xxix

followed in this volume, as it has been in previous volumes of the
series. Numbers of cross-streets in New York City are given in
Arabic numerals; numbers of avenues are spelled out. “Mother”
and “Father” as proper names are capitalized. Names of seasons
are in lower-case; years are in Arabic numerals. Question marks
and exclamation points following italicized words are italicized.
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